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“Not a robot”
AI - “A magic robot solving all the 

world’s stormwater problems”



2022

196 Billion in 2023

1.8  Trillion projected in 2030



So - What is Artificial Intelligence? 

Let’s get the information straight from the source!





I’m watching a webinar on stormwater.

Why are we talking about Artificial Intelligence (AI)?

Have you tried playing around 

with ChatGPT?

Did you know it can solve the 

worlds greatest mysteries…..



Stormwater or Storm water????? 

One word or two?

Oh-well - I guess this will 
be debated…..forever. 



Hopefully - I can get you 

thinking about how to use AI 

as a tool to save you time 

and to help solve your 

stormwater problems. 

(ONE WORD)  

While there are many 

different forms of AI, today I 

am going to focus how to 

quickly start using text based 

generative AI in your job.  



Today – I will focus on ChatGPT 

and Microsoft CoPilot.   

STEP 1:

Sign up for an account with 

ChatGPT (4.0 paid  or 3.5 

unpaid). 

OR

You can directly use Microsoft 

Copilot (built into 

Edge/Bing/etc.)

STEP 2:

Jump in and play!!!



Examples of how AI can be 

helpful……



Quick document searches…..



Drafting documents…..



Targeted web searches…..



Automate tasks





A starting point



What are some of the 

potential downsides of AI?



Not always correct

Bias

Creative thought

Data privacy……



Takeaways

Try it!  Think about things you do and see if AI can help.

Don’t use AI to do things beyond your knowledge.

Always double check!

Stay creative!



Questions?
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